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a b s t r a c t

Overbooking is a revenue management technique which offers products more than the amount that is
available because there is a chance that some purchasers may withdraw their bookings. For air cargo
industry, overbooking decision is more complex to be made because of the two-dimensional character-
istic: volume and weight of the booking requests. This paper develops two-dimensional air cargo over-
booking models to find the optimal overbooking level in order to minimize the total cost, which
consists of spoilage and offloading costs. Booking request level, show-up rate, and booking request den-
sity are random variables with known distributions. Computational experiments are conducted to
explore the impact of model parameters (such as the ratio between spoilage and offloading costs, capac-
ities and booking requests) on the optimal overbooking level. As the optimal overbooking level finding is
complicated, we present simplified methods to estimate the solutions of the problem. It is found that the
overbooking level obtained from the simplified method using regression model is very close to the opti-
mal solutions (with R-sq(adj) value of 98.3%). A naïve method to find solution is also presented in this
paper and we identify situations when it is appropriate to use each method.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Revenue management is about analyzing the situation to pre-
dict the behavior of the customers, which is uncertain, and provide
the right amount of products or services for the customers in order
to maximize the revenue. The main objective of revenue manage-
ment is to sell the right products or services to the right customers
in the right time (Cross, 1997). American airlines had adopted rev-
enue management concept and increased their revenue by 40%
(Cross, 1997). Revenue management has been used with perishable
products or services by many industries in order to increase their
revenue and it is considered as an effective approach to deal with
uncertain behavior of customers. Nowadays, revenue management
is widely recognized and is utilized. Many companies and indus-
tries have adopted revenue management techniques in order to
increase their profit, e.g., hotel industry, hospital, financial indus-
try, passenger airlines, and other industries as well (see
Phumchusri and Maneesophon (2014), Badinelli (2000), Talluri
and Ryzin (2006), Aziz, Saleh, Rasmy, and ElShishiny (2011), Graf
and Kimms (2013) and Heo and Lee (2009)).

Similar to hotel rooms or passenger seats, air cargo capacities
are classified as perishable products or services because once the
plane takes off, the left over capacities are spoiled and cannot gen-
erate revenue. Over the past decade, there has been continuous
growth in worldwide air cargo transportation as shown in Fig. 1.

As seen in Fig. 1, air cargo industries have grown continuously
for the past 10 years due to the growth of economy. Air cargo
transportation becomes very important for cargos that need short
transportation time and high reliability. Fig. 1 shows the trend for
the total air cargo transportation worldwide. Although the trend
may fluctuate at some points, it is upward and there is a high pos-
sibility that it continues to increase in the future. Moreover, with
convenient technology, fast and reliable internet connection nowa-
days, buying and selling products online is more convenient and
reliable over time. This causes the increase of the demand for air
cargo transportation.

Although air cargo transportation is similar to passenger trans-
portation, air cargo revenue management cannot be replaced by
passenger revenue management or revenue management used in
ordinary industries, e.g., hotels, rentals. This is because most of
their products and services are one-dimensional; meaning that it
only concerns one factor, e.g., passenger airlines concern only the
available seats of the airplane; size and weight of the passengers
do not matter. In addition, the capacity, which is one-
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dimensional, is known and discrete. On the other hand, air cargo is
at least two-dimensional; meaning that it concerns more than one
factor, i.e., air cargo revenue management has to take weight and
volume of the cargos into account. Besides, weight and volume
capacities of the airplane may be unknown since the available
weight capacity is the weight left over from the total weight capac-
ity after subtracting weight of the passengers, passengers’ luggage,
fuel, etc., and the volume capacity is the volume left over from the
total volume capacity after subtracting volume of the passengers’
luggage, etc. Therefore, these considerations add more complexi-
ties to air cargo revenue management.

Overbooking is one of the key techniques in revenue manage-
ment, and also air cargo revenue management, which offers prod-
ucts more than the amount available because there is a chance that
some purchasers may not show up without informing the seller in
advance. Most airlines have adopted overbooking in order to
increase their profit by limiting both booking volume and weight
limits over the volume and weight capacities. The objective of
overbooking is to maximize the profit, in other words, minimize
spoilage cost and offloading cost. In most cases, spoilage and
offloading cost concept derives from the newsvendor model. Spoi-
lage cost occurs when the demand is less than the available prod-
ucts or services, whereas offloading cost occurs when the demand
is more than the available products or services. In air cargo over-
booking, spoilage cost occurs when the show-up booking requests
are less than the available capacities; the left over capacities will
be spoiled. Offloading cost occurs when the show-up booking
requests are more than the available capacities; the booking
requests left will be offloaded. Finding the optimal overbooking
level is very important to generate profit of the airline, and is about
balancing the two possibilities and minimizing the costs caused by
them, i.e., spoilage cost and offloading cost.

Overbooking has been a very popular technique in revenue
management as it can help companies increase their profit without
having to invest much or with no costs. As a result, many airlines
have adopted overbooking to passenger and air cargo transporta-
tion extensively. However, there is less research on air cargo over-
booking as compared to passenger overbooking. Kasilingam (1996)
explained the difference between the complexities of passenger
and air cargo transportation model. Also, Kasilingam (1996) pre-
sented an overbooking model under discrete stochastic capacity.
Kasilingam (1997), whose model was continued from Kasilingam
(1996), expanded the model and presented an air cargo overbook-
ing model under continuous stochastic capacity. Although
Kasilingam (1996) clearly stated that air cargo overbooking model
was more complicated, especially with the multidimensional char-
acteristic, the models presented by Kasilingam (1996, 1997) were
still one-dimensional. Moreover, the models presented by
Kasilingam (1996, 1997) did not consider the demand for booking

requests; infinite number of booking requests assumption must be
made which was contrary to real life situations. In reality, the num-
ber of booking requests is random and not always approaching
infinity. Popescu (2006) adopted the existing overbooking model
to the newly estimated weight show-up rate and compared to
the normal show-up rate. Gui, Gong, and Cheng (2008) formulated
two-dimensional air cargo overbooking model with an objective of
maximizing profit. Luo, Cakanyıldırım, and Kasilingam (2009) for-
mulated two two-dimensional air cargo overbooking models, i.e.,
RAB model and CAB model and then compared their effectiveness
under different situations. According to the aforementioned state-
ment above, there is little research on air cargo overbooking model.
Also, airline databases do not keep the record some of the neces-
sary data for the model, e.g., the rejected booking requests (Luo
et al., 2009). Therefore, formulating the overbooking model which
requires all the data of the booking requests is not practical. Nev-
ertheless, formulating the overbooking model with the censored
booking requests data is too complicated. Consequently, most
research on air cargo overbooking model still consider all of the
booking request data. Furthermore, although most research on
air cargo overbooking model describe the differences in complexi-
ties between air cargo and passenger, especially the difference in
the dimensions, most research still formulate one-dimensional
air cargo overbooking model. In addition, most research adopt cost
formulation concept from the newsvendor model whose spoilage
cost occurs when there is too much capacity compared to the
demand. Thus, the research in this paper adopts the basic idea of
the newsvendor costs in which two costs are considered, i.e., spoi-
lage cost and offloading cost. The objective of this air cargo over-
booking model is to minimize the total cost in order to find the
optimal overbooking level. However, unlike previous studies, this
research considers combination of the two costs in a different way.

2. Literature review

Revenue management has become very popular including over-
booking strategy which has been applied extensively in passenger
airlines and hotels industries. However, there are fewer articles
and research in the area of air cargo revenue management. This
section gives a brief review of few research papers selected from
the area of air cargo revenue management.

The cargo capacity has all the characters for revenue manage-
ment strategy to be successful: it is lost after the plane takes off,
it has limited resources, and it can be offered at different price
rates depending on the service offered (Popescu, 2006).
Kasilingam (1996) described the difference between passenger
yield management (PYM) and air cargo revenue management
(CRM). Kasilingam (1996) stated that there were four important
differences between PYM and CRM, i.e., uncertain capacity, three-
dimensional capacity, itinerary control, and allotments. These dif-
ferences cause CRM to be more complex than PYM. Kasilingam
(1996) also proposed an overbooking mathematical model under
discrete stochastic capacity. The model presented in this paper
was one-dimensional despite the differences in the complexities.
In addition, the number of booking requests and its probability
density function were not considered as a part of the model. This
means this model needs another assumption, i.e., the number of
booking requests is high enough, unlimited, or approaching infin-
ity. This assumption is not reasonable for all models and situations
in reality. Kasilingam (1997) expanded the air cargo overbooking
model from Kasilingam (1996) by alternating the capacity from
being discrete to continuous random variable. Although
Kasilingam (1997) expanded the air cargo overbooking model from
Kasilingam (1996), and have considered one of the random vari-
ables differently, the model and examples presented by
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Fig. 1. Worldwide air cargo transportation weight: 1995–2008.
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